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TECH UPDATE: Brushcutters & Mulchers 

By Joan Cronk

Advanced Forest Equipment
Advanced Forest Equipment’s (AFE) high performance
mulching attachment for excavators delivers superior
mulching capabilities without expensive, heavy power
boosters. Developed and marketed by AFE, the
attachment is available for excavators from 7 to 20+
metric tons.

The secret is Rotary Disc Mulching (RDM) technology.
This proprietary technology boasts an innovative design
that transfers maximum power to the attachment using
only the existing hydraulics of the carrier, resulting in a
mulcher that easily handles thick undergrowth and trees

up to 20 inches in diameter.

No auxiliary power unit is required. Your carrier is already built to handle the requirements of
the attachment and your RDM attachment will spend its energy tearing up vegetation, not
tearing up your base machine. “Our customers are experiencing significant increases in
productivity, without increasing costs,” explained Jonathan Moffet, company president.
“Because no power boosters are needed, machines can be lighter, use less fuel, and are more
economical to transport—without sacrificing performance.” www.advancedforest.com

Barko Hydraulics
Barko land clearing equipment delivers more power and
productivity while using the least amount of fuel. The
company’s land clearing and site prep equipment is
designed for efficiency and built for destruction. When the
job site calls for quick and efficient land clearing and site
prep, Barko industrial tractors and crawlers have the
power, precision, and performance to get things done.

Barko offers three models ranging from 305HP to 400HP.
Two models, the 930 and 937 are rubber-tired. The 930 is
equipped with a 6-cylinder Cummins QSC 8.3 L engine,

and the larger 937 features 6-cylinder John Deere 6090H 9.0L engine. The model 640 is a
crawler with a 35’5” boom reach. www.barko.com

D&M
D&M manufactures Slash-buster® extreme service
forestry mulchers. Utilizing low-RPM mulching disks for
safer operation, their excavator-mounted attachments can
shred 18” diameter trees with ease — and all without an
auxiliary engine. Operators can also vary the chip size,
for quick results or a fine park-like effect. And an available
third boom doubles the area you can treat from a
stationary position. For maximum productivity, the teeth
are designed to be field sharpened with an angle grinder

and are economical with a total cost of less than one dollar per hour of operation.
Slashbuster® extreme service attachments are capable of higher production rates than a
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comparable drum shredder, says the company, and are designed to withstand the daily abuse
of mulching trees with some units operating in excess of 10,000 hours. www.slashbuster.com

Davco Equipment
The BC705HS Brushcutter is designed for 31 to 40 GPM
skid steers, with a debris jamb guard which helps prevent
the debris from slowing down production.

The Davco industrial strength brushcutters are
engineered, designed, and built with efficiency,
productivity, and ultimately, the cost per cleared acre in
mind. They are used for clearing right-of-way, seismic,
sight lines, providing fire control, and removing other

vegetation.

Davco? builds several models of industrial strength brushcutters for skid steers. Most models
cut up to 6-inch trees and shrubs. These heavy-duty brushcutters are fast cutting, easily
mounted, and inexpensive to maintain. Customers who are satisfied with Davco? industrial
strength brushcutters and drumstyle heads have said they choose to use the Davco because
it’s faster and more economical to run. www.davcomanufacturing.com

Denis Cimaf, Inc.
Now available from Denis Cimaf, Inc. is the DAH-080C
brushcutter-chipper for mini excavators, designed for 7-
ton and heavier mini-excavators. It allows contractors to
put more working hours on their small equipment by
offering fast and clean vegetation control services.

The small, yet industrial, brushcutter-chipper weighs
1,580 lbs. It’s equipped with 11 fixed-knives and offers a
cutting width of 32 inches. Like other models of the DAH
product group, the DAH-080C features Denis-Cimaf
patented rotor technology with fixed-tooth and bolt-on,
blades that can be be resharpened.

Owing to the efficiency of this technology, where the
angle of attack stays constant, the DAH-080C does not
require a power unit to be productive. With the standard
hydraulics of the excavator, it will cut and chip, in one
operation, trees with diameters of up to 5 inches.

www.deniscimaf.com

DYMAX
From grasses to brush to small trees, the Dymax Vortex
Brushcutter draws into its center all that surrounds it. Ideal
for larger skid steer loaders and multi-terrain loaders, the
Dymax Vortex uses a 750-lb flywheel that spins in excess
of 900 rpms and features a 5-inch cutting capacity. www.
TreeShears.com or www.Dymaxinc.com
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FAE USA, INC.
Imagine having a prime mover for forestry, construction,
and agricultural applications that allows you to work on
any type of terrain in any weather; imagine driving it in
total comfort; imagine at last a more dynamic and
productive way of working.

FAE USA introduces the PT-200, a smaller and lighter
version of the PT-400, combining power and functionality
for today’s ROW, site-prep, and land maintenance
contractors and organizations. Its 180 HP engine and
track options allow the PT-200 to traverse the most
difficult terrain, from steep slopes to swampy areas, that
demand excellent traction and low ground pressure. The

PT-200 is EPA Tier 3 compatible with low fuel consumption relative to similar units in its class.
www.faeusa.com

Fecon
Fecon, Inc. introduces the next generation of Bull Hog®
mulchers for skid steers. The all-new Bull Hog® Skid
Steer Mulchers offer the same durability and reliability as
the original Bull Hog® Mulchers, with a new patented
HDT (Heavy Duty Tooling) rotor system.

The all new Bull Hog® offers 20 percent more production,
lower fuel consumption, reduced maintenance, and better
sizing. Rounded skid shoes help reduce material build up

on the ground, and two new push bar options give versatility for handling material. There is
additional flexibility from four tool options — single carbide, double carbide, chipper knives,
and stone teeth.

The all new mulcher is available in three models. The BH62SS has 24 tools and offers a 50-
inch cut; the BH74SS has 30 tools and offers a 60” cut; and the BH85SS has 36 tools and
offers a 70-inch cut. All Bull Hog® Skid Steer models are compatible with carriers that provide
27-45 GPM and are perfect for land clearing, R.O.W, forest and prairie restoration, fuel load
reduction, removal of invasive species, and more. www.fecon.com

Franklin
The Franklin C4550 T3 Environmental Brush Cutter is a
safe, environmentally friendly vegetation management
tool. Perfect for land clearing, fuel reduction, or right-of-
way operations, the C4550 T3 features a large,
comfortable cab with excellent visibility, operator friendly
controls, and standard A/C and heater. Easy access is
provided for routine maintenance. 215-260 HP is
available. Lock-in/lock-out axles allow easy steering
without the ground disturbance caused by track vehicles.

The C4550 T3, matched with a contained debris attachment, provides the solution to most land
clearing jobs.

Take the brush cutter to the material, leave the biomass where it grows, and eliminate
secondary handling. The Franklin C4550 T3 Environmental Brush Cutter means one thing —
production — and lots of it! www.franklin-treefarmer.com
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Hakmet USA, Inc.
Hakmet USA, Inc.’s Meri Crusher is ideal for versatile
brushcutting, mulching, and site preparation in forestry
and agriculture. It includes several different models with a
working width from 3’ 3” to 9’ 2”, featuring built-in safety
clutches to protect transmission components from too
much torque. Mechanical or hydraulic mounting to many

types of base machines is available both in rear and front. It can be operated forwards or
backwards. Prior to delivery, the implement will be converted to down-cut counter grinding as
per the owners instructions. H.P. requirement is dependent on the application. Models up to
100, 200, or 300 HP are available.

Units grind up to a maximum depth of 12 inches. Rotating, carbide tipped cutters (the same as
for asphalt grinders) set into holders on the cutting drum deliver “amazing” results.
www.hakmetusa.com

KMC-KOOTRAC
KOOTENAY Manufacturing Co. (KMC) and KOOTENAY
Tractor (KOOTRAC) based in Nelson, B.C., Canada,
manufacture and market the KMC high-speed steel track
(HSST) vehicles. KMC/KOOTRAC has been involved with
the FMC/ KMC track vehicles since 1974, and they are
recognized as the KMC track vehicle specialists
worldwide. The KMC’s individual torsion bar suspension,

“live” rubber-bushed steel track, and balanced weight distribution enable the machine to
traverse steep slopes, wet boggy ground, or environmentally sensitive soils while creating
minimum environmental damage.

KMC-KOOTRAC now custom builds this unique prime mover to carry varied attachments for
many different applications such as vegetation management.
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